City Clerk's Office

In the area
Go Signatures is
Appropriately
Petitioning Community

Sidewalk
Reguested
Reduced the speed limit - please
Broadening the curb areas - deal with
Acceptable changes:

Narrowing the entrance - resulting in1. thoughts inability to respond safely and timely - money was spent and needed to be changed.

Try ing to have the road closed - community meeting at Thistlestown community centre - the community voted against it.

Past efforts to change the entry to the Thistlestown community included:

If you want to make the road in that area safer put a sidewalk on bankfield to Albion Road. The stop signs are a waste of resources.

Issues over and over: and remove the stop signs per community insistence.

Placemnt: We demand the city consulate and Mayor's office stop wasting our taxpayer money by doing surveys and reports on the same
down work last winter several cars were stuck or slid trying to go up Edgework to Albion Road due to this new signal.

Community does NOT want this with the exception of Angela term for his own purposes. The stop signs are creating a dangerous situation due another investigation of the same issue is under way. With each city report it shows the stop signs are unnecessary and unnecessary. The overall

Many reports have been done in the past to show bankfield and Edgework do not warrant stop signs. The working has been changed and
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